Shortlisted candidates in SCEE for the next round of admission process
MS (by research) in Electrical and Electronics Engg.
Shortlisting criteria:
A 4-year Bachelor’s degree in Engineering /Technology
B.Tech./B.E./AMIE/AMIETE/IETE/B.Sc. (Engg) AND valid score in GATE/UGC-NET/GRE
For General/OBC:
[Bachelor’s degree score >= 60% (or 6.0/10 CGPA)] AND [having GATE score >= 400 or having
UGC-NET score >= 230]
For SC/ST/PH:
[Bachelor’s degree score >= 55% (or 5.5/10 CGPA)] AND [having GATE score >= 350]
(There were no applicants from GRE/UGC-NET category)

Note:

1) Candidates have to appear in person for next round of admission process to the IIT Mandi, Kamand
2)
3)

campus. Directions to reach IIT Mandi can be found in the homepage.
All applicants must produce original documents at the time of written test/ interview to be considered
for selection.
Candidates are responsible for making their own arrangements for travel and stay. The selection
process will finish in one day.

Any applicant who has met the above requirements, but whose name has not appeared in the shortlist
specified below, can also appear for the interview along with proof of original documents.

In case of any queries or clarification, please contact scee-admissions@iitmandi.ac.in

IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/20
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/47
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/105
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/132
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/168
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/173
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/261
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/294
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/297
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/299
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/346
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/381
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/404
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/457

Rushiraj Sunil Jawale
Rahul Sharma
Kavya Ranjan Saxena
Palash Jain
Himanshu
Ritesh Mohan Acharya
Amit Kumar
Umang Varshney
Kuldeep
Prafull Kumar
Vishal Singh
Neeraj Upadhyay
Soumyaranjan Ranasingh
Mayank Bajpai

Shortlisted candidates for the next round of admission process
MS (by research) in Computer Science and Engg.

Shortlisting criteria:
A 4-year Bachelor’s degree in Engineering /Technology
B.Tech./B.E./AMIE/AMIETE/IETE/B.Sc. (Engg) AND valid score in GATE/UGC-NET/GRE
In case the applicant did a 3-year Bachelor’s degree (e.g., BCA), then the score in the Master’s
degree (e.g., MCA) was considered equivalent to a 4-year Bachelor’s degree in Engineering
/Technology.
For General/OBC:
[Bachelor’s degree score >= 60% (or 6.0/10 CGPA)] AND [having GATE score >= 365 or having
UGC-NET score >= 155]
For SC/ST/PH:
[Bachelor’s degree score >= 55% (or 5.5/10 CGPA)] AND [having GATE score >= 270]
(There were no applicants from GRE/UGC-NET category)
Note:

1) Candidates have to appear in person for next round of admission process to the IIT Mandi, Kamand
campus. Directions to reach IIT Mandi can be found in the homepage.

2) All applicants must produce original documents at the time of written test/ interview to be considered
for selection.

3) Candidates are responsible for making their own arrangements for travel and stay. The selection
process will finish in one day.
Any applicant who has met the above requirements, but whose name has not appeared in the shortlist
specified below, can also appear for the interview along with proof of original documents.

In case of any queries or clarification, please contact scee-admissions@iitmandi.ac.in

IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/22
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/23
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/102
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/143
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/152
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/163
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/176
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/454
IIT-MANDI/2018-19/EVEN/PG/SCEE/65

Yogesh Kumar
Akash Mishra
Shrutika Aggarwal
Gaurav Jain
Dhanunjaya Varma D
Abin Joseph
Shankhadeep Mukherjee
Aadil Hussain
Subrat Prasad Panda

